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0. Introduction 
About 15 years ago Jan Mycielski defined the notion of a universal word and 
raised some fundamental questions about it. A word is an arbitrary string 
FOF1 """ F_1, possibly with repetitions, of letters from some fixed alphabet J. It is 
called universal for an arbitrary set A if for any function g: AA one can 
always find f0, f,, ... , 1: 
A -- A, with f; = f, when F, = F;, such that the com- 
posed function f,, o fl o"""° f_1 coincides with g. The word is simply universal if 
it is universal for every set A. The first published work in the subject is Isbell [11], 
and it has been further developed in Silberger [30] and Ehrenfeucht and Silberger 
[8,91. 
It is just as natural to consider the idea of a universal word in the context of 
universal algebra. When this is done the letters of the alphabet J become unary 
operation symbols; they form the non-logical constants of an equational language 
of which J is the language type.. The word FOF1 "". F_1 is naturally associated 
with a term, or polynomial symbol, in one variable: 
T(x) = Fo(F1(... (F'-i(x)) ... ). 
Then T(x) is universal for A if for each algebra (A, g) with one unary operation 
there exists an algebra T= (A, fo, fl, f2, ... , 
f, 
_1) of the 
language type J such that 
(A, S)=(A, T ) 
where T`8 is the polynomial operation of S naturally associated with T. 
When the notion of universal term is thought of in this algebraic context 
generalizations in several different directions immediately suggest themselves. 
* This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant Number 67-980. 
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and enumeration of results. Consequently the theorems of the present paper that are used in [27] and 
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First of all we can take J to be a language type containing operation symbols of 
arbitrary finite rank. Going farther we can consider sequences To, -r,, T2*9.. of 
terms of type J whose members can contain any finite number of variables. We 
define such terms to be jointly universal for A if for every W= (A, go, g1,92, "" "X 
where each g; is an operation on A of the appropriate rank, there exists an 
algebra T of type J whose universe B coincides with A and such that 
%= ýBý T'00, T'18, ... 
%. 
Finally we may require the algebra T be a member of some variety °V determined 
beforehand; this leads to the notion of a sequence of terms being jointly universal 
relative to a variety V. 
In this general form the concept of a universal term has been intimately, but 
implicitly, involved in the equational metamathematics of non-associative systems 
from early on. One of the first results in this area, due to Kalicki [12], is a proof of 
the existence of uncountably many equationally complete varieties of groupoids, 
and even of commutative groupoids. When this proof is carefully examined it is 
seen that what Kalicki actually does, although quite implicitly, is construct an 
infinite sequence ro(x), -r, (x), -r2(x), ... of one-variable terms that are 
jointly 
universal for a denumerable set relative to the variety °V of all commutative 
groupoids. It is a trivial matter to construct for every subset N of to an algebra 
pY NN IN-((Oý ä0) gyp.. 
with the property that, if M N, the equational theories of 2C, ß,, and W" are 
mutually inconsistent. This property is easily seen to be inherited by any system of 
commutative groupoids Tr, such that 
N= 
(W, TN, 7 P4 ... 
), 
but the existence of such groupoids is guaranteed by the joint universality of the 
T,,, r,, .... Kalicki's result follows easily from this fact. 
In similar but more subtle ways the concept of universal term can be found at 
the heart of many of the subsequent results in the equational logic of non- 
associative systems. For example: the existence of uncountably many complete 
varieties of loops (Evans [10]); of uncountably many complete varieties of 
groupoids and quasigroups each of which has only trivial one-element algebras in 
common with every member of an arbitrary finite set of varieties given in advance 
(Bol'bot [3,4]); the existence of a finitely based and non-recursive equational 
theory of commutative loops (Mal'cev [19]). The notion of universal term appears 
(also implicitly but fully formed) in Perkins [25] where it is used to obtain the 
recursive unsolvability of several problems about equational theories. In an 
algebraic context the notion first appears explicitly in McNulty [20,21]; here its 
theory is developed to a considerable extent and is used to obtain results of great 
generality on the recursive unsolability of various problems of equational logic; 
most of these results were obtained independently by Murskii [22]. 
In the present paper we will be concerned with a still further generalization of 
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universal term. Consider again an arbitrary language type J, a sequence 
To, T1, T2,.. . of terms of type 
J, and a variety °V' of algebras of type J. Suppose that 
for every algebra !f= (A, go, g1, ... 
) there exists a 93 EV such that W and 
(B, To %, TB, ... 
) satisfy exactly the same identities, but these two algebras are not 
required to coincide. It is clear that this wider notion of joint universality suffices 
for obtaining the result of Kalicki mentioned above; indeed it turns out to be 
sufficient for all the other applications of universal terms to the metatheory of 
non-associative systems that we have mentioned. Moreover, it has the advantage 
that the methods of combinatorial algebra, in particular the part dealing with 
presentations of algebras in terms of generators and relations, can be profitably 
used to study it. This can be best explained in category-theoretical terms. 
The transformation of ZEV into (B, -ro , Tf, ... 
) defines a forgetful functor Zr 
on the variety '' considered as a category in the usual way. Consider any algebra 
W= (A, go, g,, .. . 
). The class of all ZE °V such that ZrT is contained in the variety 
HSP 2X generated by 2T forms a subvariety Zr-' (HSP 2) of V. It is well-known 
that the restriction of Zr to Zr 1 (HSPW) always has a left adjoint Ile. We call 
the image Ue% of 21 under this functor the universal envelope of 2I in Zr-' 
(HSP 2l. ). Its image ZxUe62 under Zz automatically satisfies every identity a does 
because 11 .eI 
is a member of 'Zr-' (HSP' I). On the other hand, the unit rl of the 
adjunction defines a natural homomorphism rl% from 2f into Zr UeW, so , sir LI e 2C 
will satisfy exactly the same identities as 21 whenever rt% is injective. If this latter 
condition holds for every algebra 21 we will say that the terms To, 71, r2, ... are 
jointly universal in the wider sense relative to V. 
The universal envelope UeW has a natural presentation in terms of the 
generators and relations of % and the identities of both W and V. The methods of 
combinatorial algebra can be applied to obtain a useful test for the injectivity of 
rl, x and hence for the joint universality of m, -rl, ... relative to 
V in the wider 
sense. Such a test is formulated in Theorem 4.4 and constitutes the main result of 
the paper. It is based on an analogue of a very useful combinatorial-algebraic 
tool, the so-called diamond lemma (cf. Bergman [2]). Its development takes up 
most of Sections 3 and 4. The variety 7 itself is called universal if one can find 
To, Tl, T21, *. jointly universal relative to '' corresponding in the natural way to 
any predetermined countable similarity type. In the last part of Section 4 we apply 
our test to establish the universality of several different kinds of algebras: 
bisemigroups (i. e., algebras with two independent associative operations), semig- 
roups with a unary operation adjoined, and commutative groupoids. 
The universality of '' turns out to be essentially equivalent to the SQ- 
universality of the clone algebra of V. The concept of SQ-universality was 
originally formulated for groups, and SQ-universal groups have been extensively 
studied; (see Lyndon and Schupp [15, pp. 282ff]). For the notion of clone algebra 
see W. D. Neumann [24] or Taylor [32]. The exact connection between these two 
notions of universality and some interesting questions arising from it are discussed 
in the latter part of Section 4, following Theorem 4.6. 
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Some of the consequences of a variety being universal are discussed in Section 
2. In general these results are concerned with the structure of the lattice of 
subvarieties, or with decision problems of the equational theories of these 
subvarieties. The notion of a universal variety serves to unify and improve many 
results from the literature of the metamathematics of non-associative structures, 
and to extend them to a much wider family of systems. 
The use of combinatorial-algebraic methods to establish the universality of a 
variety °V' gives considerable insight into the structure of the universal envelope 
lie t2X, and this in turn provides much information about the structure of the 
subvarieties Zr-1(HSP 91) of V. Some consequences of this fact are discussed in 
Section 5. They play an important role in [28] in obtaining general results about 
base-undecidable properties for universal varieties; a property of varieties is 
base-undecidable for V if there is no algorithm for deciding, for an arbitrary finite 
set of equations, whether or not the subvariety of V defined by the set has the 
given property. 
1. Preliminaries. Normal-form functions 
This work is actually a part of the proof theory of equational logic, so we have 
to be careful about the details of the equational languages we deal with. We 
classify them by their sets of non-logical constants, i. e., operation and constant 
symbols. Any set of such symbols is called a language type. We deal only with 
countable languages, so every language type is automatically assumed to be 
countable; the type (more precisely its set of Gödel numbers) is also automatically 
assumed to be recursive. Operation symbols of arbitrary rank (including constant 
symbols) will be represented by the Roman letters P, Q, and R. Binary symbols 
are often represented by ® and O, and constant symbols by the lower case letters 
a, b, c, ao, a,, .... We reserve H, I, J, and K for language types. x0, x1, x2, ... denote the variable symbols; the first three are alternatively written x, y, and z. 
The lightface letters v, u, w, vo, v,.... are used as metavariables ranging over 
variable symbols. Va denotes the set of all variables. 
For any language type J the set of terms (i. e., polynomial symbols) of type J, 
the J-terms, is denoted by Te,. We avoid parentheses symbols by placing opera- 
tions to the left, but to aid readability we always write ® and O between their 
arguments; for instance (x(D y) O(x(D y) represents the string O®xyED xy. Lower 
case Greek letters y, S, C, rl, K, A, µ, v, ý, ? r, o, and T represent terms. The length 
of a term -r, in symbols ITI, is the total number of operation, constant, and variable 
symbols (including repetitions) occurring in it. If r is a term of a language type 
including J, the J-length of T, ITI,, is the number of occurrences of symbols from J. 
The set of variables of T is written Va -r. If r= -r(vo, v1,. .., vn_, ), then 
T(0, o .... , vi_1) represents 
the term obtained from r by simultaneously sub- 
stituting r for the corresponding v;. For any assignment 4' : Va -p Te, we write 
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-r[4] for T(4vo, 4v1, ... , 4vr_1). When we speak of a subterm o, of -r we will 
always mean a specific occurrence of or in T, and T(a/zr) will be used to represent 
the term obtained from T by replacing this specific occurrence, and no other, by an 
occurrence of IT. 
Although a term is actually a linear string of symbols it will be helpful to think 
of it as an ordered, labeled tree with operation symbols of positive rank at the 
interior nodes and variable and constant symbols at the leaves. Much of our 
terminology is chosen to emphasize this tree-conception of terms; for example, O 
is called the topmost symbol of (x (D y) O (x (D y ). 
The only formulas of the equational language of type J are the J-equations 
T=v where T and v are arbitrary J-terms. In contrast, the expression 'r =Q 
written with a lightfaced equality sign means that T and a represent identical 
strings of symbols. The set of all J-equations is denoted by Eq,, and the set of all 
J-tautologies, i. e., J-equations of the form -r = -r, by Ta,. 
Algebras are also classified by language type. A J-algebra % is one of the form 
(A, Qß`)0 , with universe A and a fundamental operation of the proper rank, or a 
distinguished element, Q' for each QEJ. When T is a J-term, Tx represents the 
polynomial operation of S21 naturally associated with T. German letters represent 
algebras and the corresponding Roman letters their universes. An algebra whose 
language type consists of a single binary operation symbol is called a groupoid. 
A J-theory is a set of J-equations closed under consequence in the sense that it 
contains every identity of all of its models. The Greek letters O, 45, 'I' are used for 
theories. Any set of axioms for 0 is called a base. We usually write T °'t Q instead 
of r=aE0. An I-theory O and J-theory 1 are isomorphic if there exists a 
rank-preserving one-one correspondence between I and J that induces in the 
natural way a one-one correspondence between e and 0; in general we fail to 
distinguish between isomorphic theories. An I-theory O is an extension of the 
J-theory 0 if CP c O; this automatically implies JcI. As an extension of (D, O is 
simple if I=J and conservative if O fl Eq, = (P. 
For a fixed type J the largest theory is Ey, and the smallest is Ta,. Any 
J-theory different from Eq, is consistent; all theories are assumed to be consistent 
unless otherwise indicated. Let O and 0 be theories of type I and J, respectively. 
If I and J are disjoint, the (I U J)-theory with base OU0 is called the free join of 
O and 0, in symbols, O vF 0. The free joint is also defined in case InJ#0: we 
assume O and (P are first replaced by isomorphic copies with disjoint language 
types. 
Varieties will be represented by the letters 1U, 11, W. The class Mo O of all 
models of 0 is called the variety of models of 0. For any pair of varieties °1L and 
11, the variety MO (e VF 1), where O and 0 are respectively the theories of 91 and 
If, is the product of °1L and If in the category of varieties (cf. W. D. Neumann 
[24]). 
We denote by Z the theory of semigroups (the consequences of the associative 
law (x Oy) Oz =x O(y Oz)), and by T the theory of commutative groupoids. 
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In the following definition we generalize the familiar notion from combinatorial 
group theory of a freely reduced word. 
Definition 1.1. Let 0 be any theory of type J. A transformation f of J-terms is 
called a normal-form function (a NFF) for fi if, for every TE Te,, 
(i) fz=OT, 
(ii) r =OO implies fr = fo for every J- term a. 
We call fa Schreier normal-form function if, in addition to (i) and (ii), 
(iii) for =Q for every subterm or of f T. 
A term T is f-reduced, or simply reduced, if fr =, r. If f is Schreier every subterm 
of a reduced term is reduced. This generalizes the notion of a Schreier transversal 
of combinatorial group theory (cf. Lyndon and Schupp [15, p. 16]). 
A NFF f is variable-minimizing if Va fr c VaT U tx} for every term T. The 
notion of length-minimizing is also important, but it is convenient to consider a 
far-reaching generalization right from the beginning. 
A transitive and reflexive relation a on Te, is called a pre-ordering (or 
quasi-ordering). Every pre-ordering a induces in a natural way a partial ordering 
of a partition of Te,; a is called a prewell-ordering if this induced partial ordering 
is a well-ordering. We write r ýa v if a contains the ordered pair (T, a), and 
T<aa if Tao, but Q, qtaT. We also write z=aa if -r<,, o- and o <ar; in 
this case -r and or are a-equivalent. A prewell-ordering a is called compatible if 
each of the following three conditions holds: (I) x --. T for every T; (II) T =. Q implies 
In = Jat; (III) z; _-a o for all i imply QTO """ . r, QaO " .. a,,, with strict 
inequality holding if it holds in at least one of the premises. 
For example, let a be the relation between terms of a language type H2J that 
is defined as follows: T --«a" if FrI, < Jul, or ITI, = IQl, and J-rJ-ý laI. Then it is an 
easy matter to check that a is a compatible prewell-ordering of Tea. 
A NFF f is a-minimizing if fn 'r for all T; if a is the particular prewell- 
ordering defined in the preceding paragraph, we say that f is J-minimizing. 
Theorem 1.2. Assume 1 is a J-theory and a is a compatible prewell-ordering of 
Ter. Then there exists a variable- and a-minimizing Schreier NFF for 0. 
Assume further that J is finite, a is recursive, and the set of J-terms T with the 
property that o 0-'r for all o <,,, -r is recursive in 0. Then the NFF can be taken to be 
recursive in (P. 
Proof. Choose a recursive w-ordering ß of Va UJ such that x comes first. Define 
a well-ordering y of Te, in the following way: if -r <a o, then T <, yu; 
if T =,,, o and 
-r precedes o in the lexicographic ordering induced by ß, then T <'Y a. Observe 
that (I) implies x is the smallest element of Te, under y, and (II) guarantees y is a 
well-ordering. 
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Let fT be the least term a in the y-ordering such that o, T. It is clear that f is 
an a-minimizing NFF for I. 
Suppose vE Va fr - Va T and v x. Let o, be obtained from fT by replacing v 
everywhere x. Then o, =. 0 T. Since x =,, v we have afT by (III). If x <a v then, 
also by (III), a <. f T and hence a <fr. But if x =, v, then Q =, fT, and so we 
again get a <, y 
fT since a precedes fT in the lexicographic order induced by P. 
Hence in any event o- <, ft, in contradiction to the defining condition of f. Thus f 
is variable-minimizing. 
Suppose fa96 a for some subterm a of fT; by the definition of fa- we must have 
fa <, or. Let it be obtained from fT be replacing a by fa. Then it =, p T and an 
argument similar to the one used in the preceding paragraph gives the contradic- 
tion 7r <JT. So f is a Schreier NFF. 
In order to establish the last part of the theorem we suppose J is finite, a is 
recursive, and, assuming an oracle for 0, that we can effectively tell when a term 
fails to be (P-equivalent to one strictly smaller than itself under the a-ordering. 
Then we can effectively find aa such that v =, zz and it 0-, ,r for all it <. a. Thus 
fT is the least term under the lexicographic ordering induced by ß that is both s- 
and O-equivalent to a, and contains no variable, except x, that does not occur in 
v. But there are only finitely many such terms since they are all of the same length 
by condition (II), and J is finite by assumption. Thus fT can be effectively found 
because ß is recursive. This shows that f is recursive in 0 and completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
All the NFF's we consider in the sequel are assumed to be variable-minimizing 
so in general we omit explicit mention of this property. 
Let I and J be arbitrary (countable) language types. A function p: I -b Tee is 
called a formal definition if, for each operation symbol 0EI, Va pQ = 
{xo, 
..., x_1} where n 
is the rank of Q; if 0 is a constant symbol, pQ can contain 
no variable except x (= x0). Every formal definition we consider is automatically 
assumed to be recursive. 
For every p we define by recursion on length of terms an interpretation operator 
ino : Tel -)- Tea: in"r is obtained from -r by replacing every subterm Qt7o """ vi_1 
by pQ(inPQO,... , 
inQn-1). 
Assume I and J are disjoint, and 0 is a J-theory. Let 0 be any theory whose 
type K includes I and is also disjoint from J. The (K U J)-theory axiomatized by 
OU1 together with all the defining equations Qxo """ xr_1= pQ for QcI is 
called the p-coupling of O and 0 and is denoted by OT. O. We also let 
Pro=(¬Y )nEq,; 
this theory is a simple extension of fi. When K and I coincide, so O is an 
I-theory, 191C, 0 is the definitional extension of pt, 0 by p. On the otherhand, 
when I and hence p are empty, O'CP (P reduces to the free join O VF I. 
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By the p-transform of a J-algebra 93 we mean the algebra 
ZrPT = (B, P(?, )QEI. 
Zrp is a forgetful functor between the varieties of all J-algebras and I-algebras. 
Let I' be any J-theory. Then by the adjoint functor theorem (see for instance 
Mac Lane [17, p. 117]), the restriction ZrP of Zro to the variety Mo 'I' has a left 
adjoint which we denote by He'; for each I-algebra 2C, the model UeP 9X of 'If is 
called the universal p-envelope of 21 in Mo T. When the theory T is clear from 
context we omit the superscripts on both X and UeP , and speak simply of the 
universal p-envelope of %. 
Throughout the paper we shall use each element a of W as a constant symbol 
denoting itself in the equational language of 21. The equational diagram of 21, 
d%_{Qa0... a,, 
-, 
=b: QE I, a0,..., a,, 
-,, 
bEA, Q(ao,..., a-, )=b}, 
is a set of equations of an enriched language type K=IUA where I is the type of 
W. (It is understood that the universe A of W is disjoint from I and, more 
generally, from any language type within the given context. ) Terms of type K that 
contain no variables are called 1-words in the generators A. 
Assume p is a formal definition of I in Te,. Let us represent by 
ýA; inn(d%); '1') (1) 
the presentation of an algebra in the variety Mo Y' with generators A and 
relations 
inp(A%)=(PQ(ao,..., a,, -, 
)=b: Qao... a_, =bEAwl. 
It is easy to see that for any I-algebra 91 (1) is a presentation of the universal 
p-envelope of % in Mo T. When Ue, % is presented in this way, the unit of 
adjunction q% coincides with the unique homomorphism from % into ZT, Ue, 9C 
that maps each a of 91 into 001, the element of UeP9C it names. In the case q,, is 
an injection we identify 9 with its image in ZrpUe, %. 
Following common practice we shall also identify the J-algebra UeP9 with its 
definitional extension 
(UeP'1I, P"`°?, (PQ)" °ý)Pel. QEI. 
Thus when 1I is of the form A¬ for some I-theory O and J-theory 0, the 
presentation of UeP2i given in the preceding paragraph can be replaced by the 
more convenient one 
(A; Olt; 0C »). 
Let Dw be the extension of O to the language type K=IUA by the diagram a., 
of % and let h be a NFF for 0% lep 41. Then the elements of Uep91 can be identified 
with the h-reduced (I U J)-words in the generators A. This convention is the 
natural generalization of what is common practice in combinatorial group theory. 
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2. Universal theories 
In the Introduction we informally introduced the notion of joint universality in 
the wider sense and discussed it in model-theoretical terms. In anticipation of the 
combinatorial-algebraic or, more precisely, the proof-theoretical nature of our 
subsequent work, the formal definition we give below is formulated in purely 
syntactical terms. Furthermore, we shall replace what was the principal object of 
interest, the sequence of terms To, T,, T2, ... , by the more precise and more 
manageable concept of a formal definition p. And because in what follows we 
shall be almost exclusively concerned with universality in the wider sense, the 
qualifying clause is usually omitted. 
Throughout this section, and the rest of the paper, I, J, and K are assumed to 
be arbitrary (countable) languages types with IcK and I fl K=0. p is a formal 
definition of I in Te,, and O and 0 are theories of type K and J, respectively. 
Definition 2.1. (i) p is said to be universal (in the wider sense) in P if for every 
KI and for every K-theory O we have 
(o, ePo)nEgK=o. 
(ii) The universal definition p is effective if, for every I-theory O, 09T., , (p 
is 
recursive in O and 0. 
(iii) The theory I is universal if every (countable) language type has a universal 
definition in 0; 0 is effectively universal if, in addition, every finite type has an 
effective universal definition in 0. 
A variety is universal or effectively universal whenever its theory is. It is easy to 
see this notion of universality implies the one given in the Introduction: recall that 
in the latter the terms pQ for QEI are called jointly universal (in the wider sense) 
relative to a J-variety V when the natural homomorphism raw : '2C -* ZrPUeP% is 
an embedding for every I-algebra 2; the universal p-envelope Ue'' i here is taken 
in the subvariety XrP'(HSP 2C). Let P be the theory of V and suppose p is 
universal in the sense of Definition 2.1(i). Consider any I-algebra W. Let O be the 
theory of A and observe that 59 is the theory of ZrP' (HSP %). Thus 
(A; t; 9 P) is a presentation of UePW. Let Ow be the extension of 0 to the 
type K=IUA by A%. Since p is universal, R21 "CP 0 is a conservative extension of 
Ox. This implies that in UeP% no pair of distinct elements of f can be identified, 
i. e., -%: 91 ZrpUe09 is an embedding. 
As an example of the' kind of consequences universality has for the metatheory 
of a theory we give 
Theorem 2.2. Every universal theory has a continuum number of pairwise mutually 
inconsistent, simple extensions that are themselves universal. 
Proof. Assume 1 is universal. Let H be a denumerable set of binary operation 
symbols distinct from the symbols of K and J, and let ar be a universal definition 
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of IUH in 0. For every subset LcH take PL to be the simple extension of 0 
defined by the equations 1rP =x for PEL and aP =y for PEH-L. Clearly 40, 
and PM are mutually inconsistent if L M. Let p be the restriction of it to I, and 
consider any K-theory O. Then 
O'Cp(PL, _(49 ug'YL)¬lr0 
where IIYL is the H-theory axiomatized by the equations Pxy =x for PEL and 
Pxy =y for PEH-L. Hence since it is universal we have 
we, oonEgK=(t9v t' ) (lEgK=ý". 
Thus p is a universal definition of I in IL for every 'PL. This proves the theorem. 
As an immediate corollary every universal theory has continuum number of 
equationally complete, simple extensions. This shows that none of the classical 
theories such as semigroups or rings can be universal. 
We mentioned in the Introduction that one of the earliest results of equational 
logic is that there are uncountably many complete extensions of the theory of 
groupoids, and that Kalicki's proof implicitly involves the universality of this 
theory. The kind of model-theoretical argument used by Kalicki is still the most 
straightforward way to establish the universality of groupoids, and it is worthwhile 
to outline it here because it contains the seed of our later combinatorial-algebraic 
arguments. The proof is based on the following theorem; let O be a binary 
operation symbol and let 
=(xO(xOx))O((y(Dy)(Dy), 
Q= ((y (D y) E) y) o(x 13 (x ox)). 
Theorem 2.3. Let A be an infinite set and f, g any pair of binary operations of A. 
There exists a groupoid Si = (A, ) such that f= Ti' and g= als. 
Proof. Let a= JAI. Choose an infinite partition BO, B 1, B2, ... of A such that 
1Bij =a for every i <w. Let C, D be disjoint subsets of BO both of cardinality a. 
First define " as a partial operation on A satisfying the conditions: 
x"y=z"w implies x=z and y=w whenever both operations are 
defined; 
B11-{bb: bEB, } for all i <w; (1) 
U By ' B. +, = C, U B1+i ' B1 =D 
where B, " B; +, _ {b " b': b r= Bi, We B,,, 
} and B; +, " Bi is analogously defined. 
Now consider any x, yEA. Let xE B and yEB, , and 
a=x (x x), b= (y " y) " y). 
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a and b are both defined and are contained in B,, " Bi+1 cC and Ben+1 " B,  c D, 
respectively. Note that a, be Bo, and, since C and D are disjoint, a b. Thus a"b 
and b"a have not yet been defined. Take these products to be f (a, b) and g(a, 
b), 
respectively. 
If x', YE A and a' = x' " (x' " x'), b' = (y' " y') " y', and either x'# x or y' 
# y, 
then, by (1), a' ýa or b' # b. But also a'* b since a' EC and bED, and similarly 
b' ý- a. All of these inequalities together imply that a' " b' and b' " a' remain 
undefined at this point and can be taken equal to f (a', b') and g(a', b'). Repeat 
this process for every pair x, yEA, and when this is accomplished extend to a 
total operation by defining z"w arbitrarily for all z, w for which the product has 
not yet been defined. Setting _ (A, ") we clearly obtain the conclusion of the 
theorem. 
As an immediate corollary any finite set of binary operations, and thus, as is 
easily seen, any finite set of operations of arbitrary finite rank on an infinite set 
can be encoded in a single binary operation. Moreover, a simple modification of 
the argument shows that this remains true for any countable set of operations. 
Consequently, for any countable language type I there exists a formal definition p 
of I in Teo such that the terms pQ for QeI are jointly universal for infinite sets 
in the narrower sense discussed in the first part of the Introduction. This clearly 
implies that p is universal (in the wider sense) in the theory of groupoids. 
We want to mention at this point a result of Mal'cev [18] which establishes for 
semigroups, and other associative systems, a property that on its face appears very 
close to that of universality (see Cohn [7, pp. 184--185]). ' 
Let "V be the variety of semigroups with a denumerable number of disting- 
uished elements. Then for any language type I one can construct by Mal'cev's 
method a formal definition p of I with the property that every I-algebra 91 is the 
subalgebra of the p-transform of a member of V. Equivalently, i: W -* ZrUe, % 
is always injective where Ue,, 91 is now the universal p-envelope of % in the whole 
of T' rather than its subvariety rp'(HSP 91). This property of V is much weaker 
than universality and has few metamathematical consequences. In fact V cannot 
be universal because, if it were, then it is not difficult to show that the variety of 
semigroups with some fixed finite number of distinguished elements would also 
have to be. But such a variety can include only a countable number of complete 
subvarieties. 
The argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.3 and subsequent remarks to 
establish the universality of groupoids, while simple and straightforward, is 
deficient in the following respect: it gives no information about the identities of 
the groupoid T itself, and as a consequence it cannot be used to show for example 
that groupoids are effectively universal. The combinatorial-algebraic methods of 
the next section do not suffer from this deficiency. 
' For a closely related result see Preie and Pregic [29]. 
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In the last part of the section we give some consequences of effective 
universality. 
Theorem 2.4. Let (P be finitely based, decidable, and effectively universal. Then for 
each recursively enumerable degree of unsolvability S there exists a finitely based, 
simple extension 1I of 45 of degree S. Furthermore, YI can be taken so that it is 
one-based and 8 is also the degree of the set of all one-variable identities in T. 
Proof. Let S be a fixed but arbitrary re degree. Let P and Q be unary operation 
symbols not contained in J. Let 10 = {P, Q}. We shall also think of P and Q as the 
generators of a semigroup presentation. Let 10 be the set of all non-empty words 
in the letters P and 0, i. e., the set of all finite sequences of P and Q. Let 
R ={Q=T: 01, TEIö} 
be the set of all possible relations between non-empty words. Given any subset X 
of R take C, t cR to be the set of all consequences of X, that is, the set of all 
relations that hold in the semigroup with presentation (P, Q; X). It is proved in 
Boone [5] that there exists a finite S si R such that Cs is of degree S. Let Os be 
the Io-theory axiomatized by the equations ix = vx for all T=vES. It is not 
difficult to prove that 
OS = {Tv = Qv: vE Var =QE CS} U Tal,,; (2) 
in fact, this is essentially done in Mal'cev [19]. Thus Os is a theory of degree S. 
Now let I, be a language type with once constant, one unary, and two binary 
operation symbols that is disjoint from both I0 and J. Let O, be the I, -theory of 
rings with unit where addition, multiplication, additive inverse, and the multiplica- 
tion unit are taken to be fundamental operations. Let I= I0 U I, and consider the 
free joint OS VF01. By Theorem 1 of [26] the degree of Os VF01 is the join of the 
degrees of Os and O,, and hence equals S since O, is decidable. Notice that 
OS VF 01 is finitely based since Os is. 
Let p be an effective universal definition of I in 1, and let 
`Y = Ades v1 91)" 
Since p is effective and c is decidable, the degree of 'I' is S. By Tarski [31, 
Theorem 4], (OS VF O, ) T, is one-based because it is a finitely based extension 
of O. But this theory is a definitional extension of Y' so 'I' is also one-based. 
Finally, in view of (2) the set of one-variable identities of 'DIY is also of degree 8. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.5. Let P be finitely based, decidable, and effectively universal. Let I' be 
the set of all J-equations that individually axiomatize a decidable, simple extension 
of 0. Then F is a maximal 13-set in the arithmetic hierarchy. In particular, F fails 
to be recursively enumerable. 
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Proof. According to a result of Boone and Rogers [6} it suffices to find two 
recursive functions E: w Eqj and S: wxo --* Eq, such that the theory 0 
axiomatized by E. is a simple extension of F, and for every re subset A of w and 
every index n of 4, the following two conditions are satisfied: (P is recursive in A; 
for all m <w, mE0 if Snm EE I. The construction of s and S is a straightforward 
modification of the construction of the proof of Theorem 2.4. We omit the details. 
3. Normal universal theories. The diamond lemma 
Recall that a formal definition p is universal in 0 if the p-coupling O(CPI is 
always a conservative extension of O. One way of demonstrating this is to show 
there is a general method for constructing from given NFF's for 0 and 0a NFF 
for the coupled theory O 1igP 0 with the property that its restriction to K-terms, 
where K is the type of 0, coincides with the given NFF for 0. Such a method is 
developed in this and the following section, and it is used to establish the 
universality of the three theories mentioned in the Introduction. It provides 
moreover an algorithm for the identitities of O `b1P D that makes use of the given 
NFF's for 0 and I as oracles for these theories. So theories shown to be 
universal by this method turn out to be effectively so. 
Recall our general convention that I, J, K are arbitrary (countable) language 
types with IcK and Jfl K=0, p is a formal definition of I in Tea, O is an 
K-theory, and 0 is an J-theory. 
The language type of O SP tP is the union KUJ of two language types, and 
when a (K U J)-term is thought of as a tree it is natural to think of it as being built 
up by successively alternating layers of pure K-terms with layers of pure J-terms. 
This conception is especially useful in the present context since the only real 
difficulty one runs into in trying to construct a NFF for 0 Tp is at the interfaces 
of the K- and J-layers. For this reason we need a way of decomposing a term into 
its K- and J-layers. Consider for example the term 
-r = ((x Ox)(Dy)®((x(Dx) O(y Oy)) 
with K= {O} and J= {®}. At the topmost level we have the J-term (u (D y) ®v, 
and T is obtained from it by substituting x (D x and (x ®x) O (y O y) for u and v. At 
the next level we have the O-terms x Ox and w O(y Oy). Since the variables u, v, 
and w are not uniquely determined, neither is the -decomposition. For technical 
reasons that will become apparent later we require a canonical procedure for 
effecting this decomposition, and it turns out that the most convenient way of 
achieving this to extend our language by adjoining a new variable symbol for each 
term of the original language. We now describe this process in detail and also 
introduce some convenient notation and terminology. 
In order to deal at the same time with all language types we might have 
occasion to consider let us assume there is a universal (countable) type T which 
includes every language type as a subset. Let Va' be obtained from Va by 
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adjoining denumerably many new variable symbols. (We do not introduce names 
for these new symbols since they will not be needed. ) Let X be a one-one 
recursive function from Va' onto Te,. such that Xv =v for each vE Va ;X is called 
the canonical term assignment and is fixed throughout the remainder of the 
paper. Observe that every term of every type has a unique variable associated 
with it by X; the original variables are associated with themselves and non- 
variable terms (i. e., members of Ter - Va) are associated with the new variables. 
For any type J the expanded terms of type J, the J+-terms, are constructed just 
like ordinary J-terms except that variables from Va' are used; the set of J+-terms 
is denoted by Te;. If -r is an expanded term, then Va T again denotes the set of 
variables of T, both new and old. In accordance with our previous notation r[X] is 
the ordinary term obtained from T by simultaneously substituting Xv for v for 
each ve Va -r. 
For every theory CP there is associated an expanded theory V differing from c 
only in the trivial sense that its variables range over Va'. In general we do not 
bother to distinguish between P and P. 
Assume now T is an ordinary term of arbitrary type. By a J-subinterval of -r we 
mean any non-variable J+-term o such that o , [XI is a subterm of -r, and in 
addition, for every new variable v occurring in or, the topmost operation symbol 
of Xv is not a member of J; thus, if we think of T as a tree and cr (without its 
variables) as a block of internal nodes of z, then all the immediate successors of o 
are either variables or operation symbols outside of J. a is a maximal J- 
subinterval if the immediate predecessor of a is also not in J. As an example 
consider the particular z displayed in the third paragraph of the present section. 
The only maximal 0-subintervals are x Ox and w O(y Oy) where w is the unique 
new variable such that Xw =x ex; y0y is a 0-subinterval but is not maximal. 
The maximal e-subintervals are x®x and (w®y)ev where w=X-'(x(Dx) and 
v=X '((xex)O(yoy)); w0y is a non-maximal e-subinterval. (w(Dy)®v is 
called the topmost subinterval of -r. 
By the J+-length of an expanded term -r we mean the ordinary J-length of 
T[X], i. e., IT[X]I,. Let H be any language type whatsoever and let q be the 
relation on Te,, defined by the condition r -_, v if JT[X]J, < kr[X]I,, or IT[X]I, = 
Ia[XJJ, and JrJ - lo. a is a compatible prewell-ordering of TeH; an a-minimizing 
NFF will be called J+-minimizing. So by Theorem 1.2 every H-theory 'I' (more 
precisely its expansion Yr+) has a variable- and J+-minimizing Schreier NFF. 
Moreover, if H is finite and disjoint from J, the NFF can be taken to be recursive 
in Y' since a is easily seen to satisfy the hypothesis of the second part of Theorem 
1.2 in this case. 
Finally a NFF f is called absolutely minimizing if lf-rl, <JTJj for type J of f, and, 
for each variable v different from x, fT contains no more occurrences of v than -r 
does. Obviously each such NFF is J+-minimizing for every type J which includes 
the type of f. In contrast to the result of Theorem 1.2 there are theories that fail 
to have any absolutely minimizing NFF. 
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To our general assumptions about I, J, K, p, O, and 0 restated in the second 
paragraph of the section we add the following: f and g are assumed to be 
(variable-minimizing) Schreier NFF's for the expanded theories 0+ and O+, 
respectively. (Recall that all the NFF's we consider are automatically assumed to 
be variable-minimizing. ) 
Definition 3.1. Let K, ,kE TeKU,. We say that K is directly reducible to 'k (under f, g, 
and p), in symbols K A, if 
A= K(T[x]r[x]) 
where one of the following three conditions holds: 
(i) T is a J-subinterval of K and T= fT. 
(ii) T is a K-subinterval of K and -r = gT. 
(iii) r= pQ(vo,... , v_, 
) for some QEI and T= Qvo " un_1. 
We take * to be the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation ; if 
K =>* ,k we say K is reducible to A (under f, g, and p). The term K is called 
irreducible if K *A implies K=A. 
Some additional terminology will be useful. A is a reduct, or direct reduct, of 
K if K is reducible, or directly reducible, to A. If K is directly reducible to A 
by Definition 3.1(i) we write K fA; K Aga and K SPA are defined similarly. 
We write K An, ... , A, _1 as an abbreviation 
for the sequence of reduct- 
ions K A0, K al, ... ,K 'kn_1. The analogous abbreviations 
K Ao, """, 
An-1, KO, ."", Kn-1 
4 A, KO,. .. Kn-1 A will also be used. A sequ- 
ence KO K, 4' ""' 4' Kn is called a reduction sequence from KO to K, t. 
Theorem 3.2. (The diamond lemma). Assume 
(i) f and g are both J+-minimizing. 
(ii) (The diamond conditon). For all . c, A, µE TeKUJ such that KzA, µ there 
exists avE TeKU j such that A, µ =>* v. Then the binary relation 
h= {(, c, A): K =>* A, A irreducible} 
is a J-minimizing Schreier NFF for the coupled theory WC PO; moreover, if f and g 
are both absolutely minimizing, then so is It. 
Proof. We observe first of all that K =ý>* A implies 1AI, ' SKI,. This is an immediate 
consequence of (i) and the obvious fact that we always have 
IQIIO .'' Ihn-th <IPQ(lLo, """, Ihn-0Ir" (1) 
We begin by proving that, for all ºc, A, µE TeKUJ, 
K =>* A, µ implies A, µ =ý>* v for some vc TeKUJ" (2) 
By induction on the number of reducts of K, which is finite by a proof 
analogous to that of (3) below. If K=A, then A, µ *µ; similarly if rc = µ. Assume 
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K Ao=>* A and K µ=>* µ. Then by the diamond condition µo, Ao=>* y for 
some y. From A0 * A, y and the induction hypothesis we conclude that A, yS 
for some S. From µoß*y=>8 and µoß*µ we conclude, also by the induction 
hypothesis, that S, µ =>* v for some v. Thus µ =>* v and Az8 =>* v. This estab- 
lishes (2). 
As an immediate consequence of (2) we have that the irreducible reduct, if it 
exists, is unique. Thus h is a function and hK is the irreducible reduct of K when it 
is defined. We now show 
every term K has an irreducible reduct. (3) 
We prove this by induction on the J-length of K. Since we can replace K by any 
one of its reducts we assume without loss of generality that IK1, = IX 1, for every 
reduct A. Notice that this implies that no reduct of K can include a subterm of the 
form pQ(µo,... , µ_, 
) since then, in view of (1), a p-reduct would have fewer 
J-symbols. 
If a is a variable, then K is already irreducible. (Recall our basic assumption 
that O and 45 are consistent. ) Assume K= PA ""-, k,,, -, and consider 
first the case 
PEJ. Then by the induction hypothesis h, A1 is defined for each i. If hA; begins with 
a J-symbol, let ri be its topmost J-subinterval; otherwise let T; be the variable 
X-'(hA; ). Then hA, =T; [X] for every i, and we have 
Phao ... hAm-1= (PTo ... Tm-1)[JU 
where PTO """ . r_1 is the topmost J-subinterval of Phan """ Thus 
K =>* Phan ... hAm-i f(PT..... rm-1)[xI. (4) 
Observe that each of the subterms Xv where v is a variable of f (PTO """ T, _1) 1S irreducible since it is a subterm of one of the irreducible hfl,. (We make use here 
of our basic assumption that f is variable-minimizing. ) Thus if the last term of (4) 
is reducible, it must be by an f-reduction applied to a J-subinterval o of 
f (PTO """ Tm_, ). But f (PTo ""-T, _, ) is a J-term so any J-subinterval, in particular 
u, is a subterm. So fa =o by the Schreier property of f, and this shows the 
right-hand term of (4) is irreducible. 
Finally we assume that K beings with a K-symbol. Let it be the topmost 
K-subinterval of K, so that K= Tf(A0...... , _, 
) where the A. are either variables 
or begin with J-symbols. By the first part of the proof we have that each hk' is 
irreducible. Let hA =T, [x] where r, is the topmost K-subinterval of U1. Then we 
have 
K *? fýj1Äp, ... , 
hA-1) g(TT(T0, 
... , Tm-1))[X], 
and arguing as before we can show that the last term of this sequence is 
irreducible. This proves (3). 
We have established that h is a transformation of TeK,,. It is clearly J- 
minimizing, and absolutely minimizing if both f and g are; it also obviously has 
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the Schreier property. Thus it only remains to show h is a NFF for ''I' where 
+I' = OICP do. A trivial induction on the length of reduction sequences shows that 
hK q, K for every K, so the proof of the theorem reduces 
finally to proving that 
K= A implies hK = 
hA. 
Let K= 1k be the relation that holds between arbitrary (K U J)-terms if there 
exists an equation 
T(Vp, ... , 
V, 
n-1)= 
Q(V0, ... , 
Vm_1) E 
ý5ý 
and terms µo, ... , µ, -, such 
that -r(µo, ... , µ, _, 
) occurs as a subterm of K, and A 
is the result of replacing this subterm by v(µo, ... , we similarly 
define =® 
and =r where I' consists of all the definitions Qx0 """ x_1= PQ(xo, """, x,, -, 
) 
together with all the equations obtained from them by interchanging the left- and 
right-hand sides. It is well-known that K =qa if there exists a finite sequence 
vo, v,, ... , v, such that K= vo, 
A=v,, and either v; _,,, v; +l, or v; =®v; i,, or 
v; =rv, +1 for each 
i <p. It suffices therefore to show that in each of these cases 
hv, = hv; +,. 
Suppose v, in particular suppose (5) holds and 
vi+1 = vi(T(µO+ """+ ihm-1)/a(µ'O+ """> 
t'i'm-1))- 
Let ir; be the topmost J-subinterval of µ; if µ; begins with a J-symbol, and the 
variable X' µj otherise. Then 
T0,01 ... 9 fLm-1) = 
T(7<0, ... , 1fm-l)Ixl, 
Q(µ'O, """9 E'1'm-1) 
- Q(Ir0, """+ 
lTm-I)LX] 
and and v(iro,... , irrn_1) are 
J-subintervals of v; and v; +l 
respectively. Let 
f (T(i 
0, ... , 7Tm-1)) 
= f(o, (iro, ... , 
ým-1ýý" 
Then 
vi, vi+lý: >jvi('T(Ao, " .. ilm-lýýiýýXýý" 
Hence hvi = hv; +l; by a similar argument we get the same equality when v; 
=ev, +1 
and v; The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
The diamond lemma in various forms appears in all parts of combinatorial 
algebra. Apparently it first explicitly appeared in the literature, in a very general 
form, in Newman [23]. For a detailed development of the lemma in the context of 
ring theory, together with an up-to-date discussion of its role in other areas of 
algebra see Bergman [2]. For an application in equational logic see Knuth and 
Bendix [13]. 
In any particular application its usefulness depends on the techniques available 
for establishing the diamond condition (Theorem 3.2(ii)). We now want to 
examine this condition more closely. For this purpose we introduce some ter- 
minology suggested by Bergman [2]. 2 
2 What Bergman calls an ambiguity actually corresponds to what we call an overlapping ambiguity. 
In the present context, however, our more general interpretation of the notion seems justified. 
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A pair K A, µ of direct reductions is called an (f, g)-ambiguity if K BfA and 
K :: >g µ; (f, f)-, (f, p)-, (g, g)-, (g, p)-, and (p, p)-ambiguities are defined analog- 
ously. Following Bergman we say that the ambiguity x A, µ is resolvable if 
A, µ =>* v for some v. In this terminology the diamond condition says that every 
ambiguity is resolvable. What we will prove is that all ambiguities except the 
(f, p)- and (p, p)-ambiguities are automatically resolvable. 
There is another useful classification of ambiguities. Let K A, µ be an 
ambiguity of any kind, (f, g)-, (f, f)-, etc. Let 
A- KýTLXýITLX]ýý 11 = KIQ[X]IQ[X]) 
where T and i satisfy one of the conditions 3.1(i)-(iii) and similarly for or and v. 
The ambiguity is called non-overlapping if either -r[X] and v[7r] are disjoint 
subterms of K, or r[X] occurs within one of the subterms Xv of o"[x] where v is a 
variable of v, or, vice-versa, v[x] occurs in a subterm Xw of T[X]. It is not difficult 
to see that non-overlapping identities are always resolvable. To fix ideas let us 
assume K A, µ is a non-overlapping (f, g)-ambiguity; the other possibilities are 
treated the same way. Resolvability is obvious if T[x] and o, [X] are disjoint subterms 
of K. So we assume one is a subterm of the other, say T[X] is a subterm of Xv 
where vE Va Q. 
Let w be the unique variable such that 
xw = (Xv)(T[X]/(fT)[x]). 
Let Q(v/w) be the result of replacing all occurrences of v in a, by w and let 
(gv)(v/w) be similarly defined. Observe that a(v/w)[X] and (g(y-)(v/w)[X] are 
obtained from o[X] and (go)[X], respectively, by replacing Xv by Xw for every 
occurrence of v in Cr and gor. On the other hand, (v[X])(r[X]/(fT)[X]) is obtained 
from a[X] by replacing Xv by Xw for one particular occurrence of v in if. We see 
therefore that 
(Q[X])(T[X]/(fT)Lx])'( Q(V/w)[xJ g(a(V/w))[7J, (6) 
(8cr)[X]=ý>*(8o)(v/w)[x]=>aS((So)(v/w))[ J" (7) 
Since g is a NFF, g((ga)(v/w)) = g(Q(v/w)). Let 
V= K(Q[XI/8(a(v/w))[X]). 
Then by (6), A =>* v, and, by (7), µ =>* v. Thus non-overlapping ambiguities of any 
kind are always resolvable. Observe that all (f, g)- and (g, p)- ambiguities are 
non-overlapping. 
We now consider overlapping (f, f)- and (g, g)-ambiguities. Suppose K A, µ is 
an overlapping (f, f)-ambiguity. Let 
Ä= K(T[xII(T)[XI), µ= K(Q[JU/(fQ)[yJ) 
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where T, a are overlapping J-subintervals of ic. Then r must be a subterm of or or 
vice-versa; consider the first possibility. Then since f (v(T/fT)) = fQ we have 
A= K(Or[X]/(Q(T/fT))[X])=ý> K(cr[X]/f(ff(T/fT))[X]) = FL. 
Overlapping (g, g)-ambiguities are shown to be resolvable by essentially the same 
argument. 
In summary we see that in establishing the diamond condition only overlapping 
(f, p)- and (p, p)-ambiguities need be considered. Thus the satisfiability of the 
diamond condition in any particular case does not depend on the theory O or g. 
Moreover condition 3.2(i) is also independent of O in the sense that by Theorem 
1.2 a J+-minimizing NFF g can always be found for O. Consequently the entire 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 depends only on 0, f, and p. This hypothesis is taken 
to be the defining property of a normal universal definition. 
Definition 3.3: p is said to be a normal universal (n-universal for short) definition 
of I in P if there exists an absolutely minimizing NFF f for 0 such that all 
overlapping (f, p)- and (p, p)-ambiguities are resolvable. 
The theory 0 is normal universal (n-universal) if every language type has an 
n-universal definition in 0. 
The reason for requiring f to be absolutely minimizing instead of just J+- 
minimizing is explained in the remarks following Theorem 3.5 below. 
Assume p is n-universal. Choose any J+-minimizing NFF g for W, and let h be 
the NFF for O Tp ' defined in the conclusion of Theorem 3.2. It is clear that 
hºc = gºc for every ic E TeK. Thus 49 1 is always a conservative extension of O. 
Moreover, when the language type I is finite and O is an I-theory, the NFF g can 
by Theorem 1.2 be taken to be recursive in O. If also f is recursive in 0, then 
clearly h is recursive in 0 and 0. Thus we have 
Theorem 3.4. Every n-universal definition p is universal in the sense of Definiton 
2.1. Moreover, if 0 has an absolutely minimizing NFF f which is recursive in 'P, in 
addition to satisfying the hypothesis of Definition 3.3, then p is effectively universal. 
Normal-form functions seem to be an essential tool; we can think of no way of 
conveniently and profitably studying a comprehensive class of universal theories 
without using them. But the fundamental role the NFF f plays in the definition of 
n-universal theories does give rise to some unnatural features. For instance the 
fact that not every theory has a NFF recursive in the theory accounts for the 
awkwardness one finds in our definition of an effectively universal theory. For 
3In the original version of the paper the notions of a-universal definition and theory had more 
complicated and less natural definitions, and it is these that are given in Appendix B of [28]. They 
correspond roughly to the characterization found in Theorem 5.1 below. 
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another example, if T is definitionally equivalent to an n-universal theory 0, it 
may be difficult to show that 'DIY is also n-universal simply because it may be 
difficult, for purely technical reasons, to construct an absolutely minimizing NFF 
for tY from a given one for (P. For this reason we extend the definition of 
n-universal theories to include all theories definitionally equivalent to one that is 
n-universal in the sense of Definition 3.3. Also, if p is an n-universal definition of 
I in the J-theory i, and if the H-theory I' is definitionally equivalent to 0 by the 
definition it of J in Tel, then we also say that the transformed definition in, °p 
of I in TeH is n-universal in T. A particularly simple but useful special case of this 
extended notion of n-universality is the following. 
Let p be a formal definition of I in Te, where I and J are not now required to 
be disjoint. Let I' be an isomorphic copy of I that is disjoint from J, and p' the 
corresponding isomorphic copy of p. Then p is n-universal in 0 if p' is. Obviously 
the identity definition of J in Te, (pQ = Qx0 """ x_1 for each QE J) is n-universal 
in the minimal theory Ta,. 
In the remaining part of the section we give three theorems that describe 
general methods of combining n-universal definitions to form more complex ones. 
Theorem 3.5. Let H, I, and J be pairwise disjoint language types and let O and 
be theories of type I and J, respectively. Assume that it and p are n-universal 
definitions of H in O and I in fi, respectively. Then in, ° it is an n-universal 
definition of I in pt©. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that it itself is an n-universal definition of H in 1916P(P. 
Let f and g be absolutely minimizing NFF's for 4) and e such that overlapping 
(f, p)-, (p, p)-, (g, "rr)-, and (Tr, ir)-ambiguities are all resolvable. Let h be the 
absolutely minimizing NFF for 19`ßP0 given in Theorem 3.2. We must show that 
all overlapping (h, a)-ambiguities are resolvable. 
Suppose a ý,, A and Kßµ where K, A, I LE TeF{urv, The direct h-reduction 
KA is composed of a sequence of direct f-, g-, and p-reductions. Thus the 
proof reduces to showing that all (f, ir)-, (g, 1r)-, and (p, Tr)-ambiguities can be 
resolved. (Compare the proof of statement (2) in the proof of Theorem 3.2). But 
(g, -rr)-ambiguities are resolvable by hypothesis, and the (f, vr)- and (p, "rr)- 
ambiguities are automatically resolvable since they are obviously always non- 
overlapping. This finishes the proof. 
Notice that if the NFF's f and g are only assumed to be J+- and I+-minimizing 
there is no reason why h should be (I U J)+-minimizing. This is why we require f 
is be absolutely minimizing in Definition 3.1. 
Theorem 3.6. Let Io, I,, Jo, J, be pairwise disjoint language types. Assume that for 
i=0,1 cP; is a theory of type J; and that p, is an n-universal definition of I, in (P,. 
Then poUp, is an n-universal definition of I(UI, in the free join 1ovF11. 
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Proof. Let f, be an absolutely minimizing NFF for 45; such that all non- 
overlapping (f;, p; )- and (p;, p; )-ambiguities are resolvable. The free joint Po VF J1 
coincides with the coupled theory 'o 16 01 when it is the empty definition. Thus 
we can apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain an absolutely minimizing NFF h for 
0o vF 01 by taking K= Jo, J=J,, O= co, 0= 'P1, and letting I and p be empty. 
Observe that, for any KE Tej,, ,,,, hK is obtained from K by a sequence of fo- and 
f 1-reductions. 
Let it = po U pl. To prove that each (h, ir)-ambiguity can be resolved it suffices 
to show this for every (f pi)-ambiguity where (i, j) E {0,1} x {0,1}. If i=j the 
ambiguity is resolvable by assumption, and if i j, it must be non-overlapping and 
hence automatically resolvable. A similar argument shows that every (ir, 7T)- 
ambiguity is also resolvable. This gives the theorem. 
The following theorem is established in an analogous manner. 
Theorem 3.7. Let I and J be arbitrary language types, 0a theory of type J, and p 
an n-universal definition of I in 4). Then for any consistent theory T, p is an 
n-universal definition of I in 0v 'Y'. 
4. A test for normal universality 
For specific examples of n-universal theories the direct verification of the two 
defining properties is often a long and tedious process. So it seems worthwhile to 
try to identify features common to a number of these verifications, and, in the 
process of abstracting them, formulate useful tests for n-universality. In this 
section we shall present one test that was discovered in this way. 
The essential ideas of the diamond lemma, in particular that of the diamond 
condition, can be found in many places in the literature of equational definition. It 
turns out that in all cases the resolvability of (p, p)-ambiguities is obtained by 
requiring the definition p to be of such a nature that all such ambiguities are 
non-overlapping. This idea occurs implicitly in the work of Isbell [11], Kalicki 
[12], Mal'cev [19], and Perkins [25], and in later papers of a number of different 
authors. It can even be traced all the way back to methods used by Tarski to 
prove the existence of an uncountable number of complete many-valued systems 
of sentential logic; cf. tukasiewicz and Tarski [16]. Ralph McKenzie was appar- 
ently the first to explicitly formulate the concept of a formal definition without 
overlapping ambiguities and clarify its role with regard to universal definitions. 
But it actually appears fully formed earlier in Perkins [25]. It has been developed 
to a considerable degree by McNulty [20], [2l] and independently by Murskii [22]. 
The definition we now give differs from that of McKenzie and McNulty only in 
that it is relativized to an arbitrary theory. 
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Definition 4.1. Let Tý T(vo, ... , v, _, 
) E Te, - Va. 
(i) T is said to overlap a non-variable term a(uo,... , u, _, 
) under 4i if there 
exist a non-variable subterm r' of r and terms yo, ... , yn-,, 
6v,. .. such 
that v, actually occurs in T. 
(ii) T is said to be selfoverlapping under (P if T overlaps under CD (in the sense 
of (i)) one of its own proper subterms, or if there exist yo' ""' Yn-t, 
Sog """9 Sn-I 
such that T(yo...... n-1) °wT(So,... , 
Sn_, ) and y; O pSi for at least one i such 
that v; actually occurs in T. 
(iii) The formal definition p is non-overlapping under 4i if, for every QEI, pQ 
is non-selfoverlapping and every pP with P distinct from Q fails to overlap pQ. 
We also require that pQ contain at least one occurrence of the variable xi for 
each i<n where n is the rank of Q. 
When 1 is the minimal theory Ta, of tautologies (so that =- ' reduces to the 
identity relation) we simply say that r overlaps or, T is selfoverlapping, and p is 
non-overlapping. Notice that in this case the last condition of Definition 4.1 (ii) 
automatically fails. It is easy to check that p is non-overlapping (under Tat) if!, 
for all 0, PEI, for every non-variable subterm o' of pP, and for all ye, ... , yn_1i 
So_., Sm-1, po('Yo,... , y.. -, 
) = 08 o, .., 8,,, _, 
) only if P=0 and a' = pP. 
We have already had occasion to consider a non-overlapping definition. Let r 
and cr be the binary terms defined immediately before Theorem 2.3. It is easy to 
check that each is non-selfoverlapping and neither overlaps the other. Thus 
PQ =T and pP =a define a non-overlapping definition of a language type {Q, P} 
with two binary operation symbols into Teo. This property of p was intimately , 
although implicitly, involved in the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
The property of being non-overlapping (under Tat) first explicitly appeared in 
McNulty [20, p. 206, Definition 2.4], under the name "the subterm condition". 
McNulty proved in Theorem 2.9 that there exists a non-overlapping definition p 
of I in Tea for every countable language type I, and he used this to show that the 
theory Tao of all groupoids is universal; see Theorem 2.5. Trivially p is non- 
overlapping ifI there are no overlapping (p, p)-ambiguities. Equally trivial is the 
fact that all (f, p)-ambiguities are resolvable when f is the identity function on 
Tea. Thus from McNulty's result we obtain, directly from Definition 3.3, 
Theorem 4.2. The theory Tao of all groupoids is n-universal. 
Since the identity function is trivially recursive in Tao we have by Theorem 3.4 
that Tao is effectively universal. All the theories whose n-universality we shall 
establish below are easily seen to be effectively universal. 
We now turn our attention to overlapping (f, p)-ambiguities. 
Definition 4.3. A term -rr = ir(vo, ... , v. _, 
) of type J is called stable under f if 
whenever a term T contains a subterm of the form lT(QO, ... , Qn_, ) its f-reduced 
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form fT contains a subterm ir(fvo, ... , fv,, _1) such that 
T(? T(QO, ... , a. -l)Iu) °m 
(T)(irUo0, 
... , 
fQn-l)/u) 
where u is any variable not occurring in either T or fr. 
Theorem 4.4. In order for p to be an n-universal definition in 415 it is sufficient that 
both the following conditions hold: 
(i) p is non-overlapping; 
(ii) there exists an absolutely minimizing NFF f for 1 such that pQ is stable 
under f for each 0EL 
Proof. Clearly we only need to show that all overlapping (f, p)-ambiguities are 
resolvable. Let K A, µ be such an ambiguity, say 
Ä= K(T[X]/(fT)[X]), 11 = K(PQ('Yo, """9 1'n-1)IQ7o """ 7n-1) 
where T is a J-subinterval of K. For each y; let or, be its topmost J-subinterval if yj 
begins with a J-symbol; otherwise let o be the variable X1y;. Then 
PQ(Yo, ... , yn-1ý = PQ(ao, """, Qn-l){xl. 
The assumption that K A, µ is overlapping implies that pQ(a-o, ..., v_1) is a 
subterm of T or vice-versa. It suffices to consider only the first possibility. For 
suppose T is a subterm of pQ(vo, ... , vi_1). 
Then letting -rr be the result of 
replacing T by fT in pQ(ao,... , Q_, 
) we have 
Ä= K(PQ(QO, ... , a, -1)[X]/7TLXD 
K (PQ(Q0,... ' 0'n-1)/J (PQ(a0, ... ' (Tn-1))[Xl) 
since fir= f (pQ(a0, ... ,o _1)). 
So in the reduction K Awe can assume without 
loss of generality that T is all of pQ(QO, ... , v_1). 
Assume that pQ(ao, ... , Qi_1) is a subterm of T. By the premise (ii) there is a 
subterm pQ(fao, ... , 
fo*, 
t_, 
) of fT such that ST=4, S(fT) where 
ST = T(PQ(QO,... ' Qn-l)/u), 
S(T) = (fT)(PQ(fo0, 
... , 
fan-l)/u), 
and u is the unique variable such that 
xu = (Qfa0, 
... + IQn-1)Ixl. 
Then 
ýL = K(PQ(Q0, ... On-lýýX]ýýQQp ... Qn-1ýýXýý 
=>f K(PQ(QO» 
... (Tn-l)[X]/(Qfao ... 
f(rn-1)[X]) 
= K(T[X]/(ST)[yJ) 
=>f K (T[X]If (ST)[X]) 
On the other hand, 
A =>o K lT 
[X]I S (T )[X]) =>f K (T[X]IJ (S T))[X]) 
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But f (S(fT)) =f (ST) since ST =,, S(fT). Hence the ambiguity is resolvable and the 
theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.5. The theory EvFY. of bisemigroups is n-universal. 
Proof. Let =I VF1. Every {®, Q}-term r is 'D-equivalent to a term of the 
form 
To oi®... ED 
(1) 
where n%1 and the cri are either variables of z, or subterms of r that begin with 
O; they are assumed to be associated to the left. The cri are called the ED- 
components of z and are uniquely determined. The term (1) is called the 
®-representation of -r; observe that, if T is a variable or begins with O, then n=1, 
and in this case T coincides with its only ®-component O. If y is another term 
with ®-representation So ®" "" ®S,  _,, then T =, v y 
ifi n=m and o =, p 8, for all 
i<n. We emphasize that T actually contains each of its (D-components as a 
subterm. Moreover, 
Every subterm of "r either is a subterm of a (D-component, or has for its 
®-representation the sum o ®Q;, ®- ®o of two or more consecu- (2) 
tive ED-components. 
(However, given an arbitrary sequence v;, v; +,, ... , v, of two or more 
components, r may or may not contain a subterm P-equivalent to o,, ® o,, +, 
®v,; this depends on how its (D -components are associated. ) 
The O-representation of a term and its O-components are defined in a similar 
way. 
In order to prove the theorem it clearly suffices, in view of Theorems 3.5 and 
4.2, to find an n-universal definition p of {Q} in V where 0 is a binary operation 
symbol. Let 
pQ=(xG(ixOx) (x (D x)))0(yOy). 
We begin by showing 
TO Wr (Dr) ®(-r (D r)) 0 mQOQ for all T, aE Te®, o. (3) 
Suppose on the contrary that ED-equivalence holds. Let it = (-r (D T) ® (T Cr). -Then 
7r must be P-equivalent to a C-component of Q OQ, and hence to a 0- 
component of a. So QO o- and thus also rO 7r must each have two (D-components 
(P-equivalent to Tr. This implies that r itself has such a O-component which is 
clearly impossible. 
The term (x (Dx) ®(x Ox) is the only proper subterm of pQ that begins with 
®, and, as a consequence of (3), 
(TOT)®(z(DT)A4po(y, s) 
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for all -r, y, S; it is even easier to show that pQ(y, unless y =m and 
S Thus pQ is non-selfoverlapping under 1, and so p is a fortiori non- 
overlapping. 
We now define a NFF f for 0 by recursion on the length of terms. Take fv =v 
for every variable v. Suppose r begins with (D and (1) is its E) -representation. 
The (D-components of fr will be fob, fcr , ... , 
fo,, 
ti_1i the 
f-reduced forms of the 
® -components of T. We describe how they are to be associated to form fT: for 
any i<n -1, if for some y, 8 we have 
orj°4pyO((y(DY)®(Y(Dy)) and or,, j , SOS, (4) 
then we associate fat with fa;,, so that the sum fcr ® fo-j, is a subterm of fT; 
observe that there is no ambiguity since, by (3), fo cannot be required at the 
same time to be associated with fa; -1, and similarly for fa,,, and fo; +2. Now take 
the sums fa-1® fa;,, obtained in this way, together with the terms fa-1 that are 
associated with neither fir; _, nor 
fa-; +l by the above rule, and associate to the left 
to form f T. For example, suppose n=6 and (4) holds for both i=1 and i=4 (with 
different y and S) and for no other i. Then we would have 
JT-fO'O0(cT1®l(72)®fcr3®(fcr40fa5) " 
Now assume that "r begins with O. Let its G-representation be o% 0Q, O "O 
or,, - 1. 
If n is even, say n= 2m, and v; =z ai+, for all i<m take 
{T= f(QoOQI Q... (DQm)(DJ(Om (D'm+l (D ... QQn-1)i 
otherwise take 
fT=f(o00.. 
. 
O0'n-2)OJO'n-1" 
Notice that when the O-representation of T is ooOo- G"" Co the 0- 
representation of fT is fo 0O fcrl O"""O fv and similarly for +O- 
representations. 
It is easy to check that f is an absolutely minimizing Schreier NFF for ýh. It is 
also easy to check that 
f(PQ(y, S)) = PQ(fy, fs) 
for all y, SE Te®, o. We can apply Theorem 4.4 to obtain the n-universality of p as 
soon as we prove pQ is stable under f; we do this by induction on the length of 
terms. 
Assume pQ(y, S) is a subterm of T. Assume -r begins with ®, and let (1) be its 
® -representation with n, 2. Suppose pQ(y, 8) is a subterm of one of the 
ED-components o of T. By the induction hypothesis fa; contains a subterm 
pQ(fy, f6) such that 
o (PQ(Y, fb)l u) 
where u is a variable not occurring in (r; or fa;; we assume without loss of 
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generality that u does not occur in T or fT. Clearly the ED -representation of 
r(pQ(y, S)/u) is 
QO®... 
®Qi_1®ßi(PQ(y, 8)/U)ED Qi+lED ... 
®Qn-1 
and the ®-representation of (f-r)(pQ(fy, fy)/u) is 
fcT0 ®... ®fQ1-1® (fo1)(PQ(fy, fs)/u) ®fai-1 ®... ® 0", -1. 
Thus 
T(PQ('Y, 8)/u) _o (fT)(PQ(fy, f8)1 U). (5) 
Suppose now that pQ(y, S) is not a subterm of any of the ED -components of T. 
Then by (2) pQ(y, S) has Q; ® Q; +, as its 
ED -representation for some i. (In fact, 
since every term with exactly two ED-components must coincide with its ®- 
representation, we have pQ(y, S) = Q, (Do, +,. ) Thus the ED -representation of 
'r(PQ(y, S)/u) is 
Q0 
®... ®Q1-1®U®Qi+l®... ®On_1. 
Since (4) holds we have by definition of f that fQj ®fa; +t, which coincides 
with f(pQ(y, S)) = pQ(fy, f6), is a subterm of fr. So the G) -representation of 
(fT)(PQ(fy, fs)l u) is 
fcr0ID fc; _, 
®u0fcr; +2®... ®fo,. -1 
Hence we again get (5). 
Finally we consider the case where -r begins with a 0-symbol. In this case 
pQ(y, S) must occur as a subterm of a 0-component since it itself begins with ®. 
We now apply the induction hypothesis and argue as we did in the paragraph 
before last. This completes the proof. 
It is often possible to find n-universal definitions with useful special properties. 
For example the particular n-universal definitions described in the next theorem 
are used in [28] to prove that the variety of groups is base-undecidable relative to 
the variety of semigroups with a unary operation adjoined. Let 0 and -' be 
operations symbols of rank 2 and 1, respectively. Let G be the theory of groups 
with language type 10, -'}. Observe that yO vF Ta_, is the theory of semigroups 
with a single unary operation adjoined. 
Theorem 4.6. 'For each language type I there exists an n-universal definition p of I 
in I vF Ta_, such that x F- cpQ for each QE1. 
The original version of the paper contained an erroneous proof of the n-universality of the theory 
of semigroups with a idempotent unary operation adjoined (x-'-'=x-'); this result was restated in 
[28, Theorem 2.5]. We do not know whether or not this theory is universal. 
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Proof. Let 4) =I vF Ta_1. We first show it is sufficient to assume I= {Q} where Q 
is a binary operation symbol. For suppose p is an n-universal definition of {Q} in 
0 such that x =0 pQ, and let I be an arbitrary language type. By Theorems 3.5 
and 4.2 there exists a formal definition rr of I in Teo such that in, o 7r is an 
n-universal definition of I in 0. But it is an easy matter to check that x =GpQ 
implies x =G inP(rrP) for all PEI. 
We define 
PQ = ((y Oy) o(x o(y oy))-')-' 
The proof that pQ is non-self overlapping under 4) is very much like the 
corresponding proof of the preceding theorem, and we omit the details. Thus p is 
overlapping under (P. We now define by recursion on length of terms a NFF for 
P; with obvious modifications the notions of 0-representation and 0- 
component are defined as in the proof of the preceding theorem. 
If T begins with O and its (D -representation is Qc0o O" "" OQ_, take 
fT = fcro Ofr, 0... O fß _ 1. 
If T= v-', take fT = (fo, )-' unless z =, pQ(y, S) for 
some y, 8; in this case fT = pQ(fy, f3). There can be no ambiguity because pQ is 
non-self overlapping under cP. Clearly f is an absolutely minimizing NFF for 45. It 
turns out that f is not Schreier, but it does satisfy the following slightly weaker 
condition: if fT does not contain a subterm of the form pQ(y, S), then every 
subterm of fT is f -reduced. It is easy to see that this condition is sufficient for the 
proof of the diamond lemma. 
Assume r is an arbitrary term containing a subterm of the form pQ(y, S). As 
usual we prove pQ is stable under f by induction on the length of T. The only 
interesting case is where r=, p pQ(a, r) for some v, it so that 
fT = pQ(fff, fIT). 
If T coincides with pQ(y, S), then by the non-selfoverlapping of pQ under 1 we 
have fQ = fy and fir = f6, and hence 
TýPQýYý S)/u) =u= (fT)(PQ(f'Y, fs)l U) - 
Thus we assume pQ(y, S) is a proper subterm of T. Let G. ""O n_, and 
rhoO" " "O-q, _t 
be the (D O -representations of . rrOit and QOOr (D lr), respectively. 
Then there exist 6; = 061 and TI j ='-q; such that T differs from 
ý0ý... Q4n-1 (D(TI00... Q, nm-1)-1)-1 
only in the way the ý; and q; are associated. fr differs in a similar way from 
... 
Qfým 
1ý-11 
1 (f 
0 
Q... Qfýn-1 Q(f-IO (D 
pQ(y, S) cannot be O-equivalent to (7100... Or1ni_1)-1 because pQ is non- 
selfoverlapping under 4). Hence pQ(y, S) must be a subterm of one of the ý, or rl,. 
We now apply the induction hypothesis and argue as usual. This finishes the 
proof. 
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Both universal theories given in the last two theorems are free joins whose 
component theories are highly non-universal. But it is easy to find free joins that 
are not universal. For example, if O and (P are both idempotent in the sense that 
Ox """x=x holds for every operation Q, then Ov F'P must contain the identity 
rr(x, ..., x) =x 
for every term T. Also, the join of any two theories containing only 
unary operations cannot be universal. However, we conjecture that, in a sense 
that must still be made precise, the only non-universal free joins are those arising 
from these two kinds of examples, and we pose this as a problem. 
There is evidence supporting this conjecture from an area seemingly far 
removed from equational logic. W. D. Neumann [24] and Taylor [32] have shown 
that with each variety 11 one can associate an algebra CS(T) of a fixed language 
type, the so-called clone algebra of V. The class of algebra obtained in this way 
from all varieties forms a variety itself, with its countable members corresponding 
to varieties with countable language types. 
V is a subvariety of V if CI(V) is a homomorphic image of I(V). Furthermore 
V is definable in all by some formal definition p (in the sense that (9 , 
'P is a 
conservative extension of 0 where e and 0 are the respective theories of V and Ölt 
if L(T) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of ( lt). Thus we see that, if °V is universal, 
then every countable clone algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a quotient of 
! (V). It turns out that groups with the corresponding property, the so-called 
SQ-universal groups, have been extensively studied. 
The clone algebra of the free join of varieties V and IV (i. e., the variety of 
models of O vF'P) turns out to be the free product of (T-(V) and (1(t) in the 
variety of clone algebras. So our conjecture about the universality of free joins 
when formulated in terms of clone algebras takes the form: A free product of 
clone algebras is, with some specific trivial exceptions, SO-universal. Levin [14] 
has shown that the free product of any two non-trivial groups is SO-universal 
provided at least one factor contains more than two elements. 
We now give an example of an n-universal theory that is not a free join. 
McNulty [20, Theorem 2.15] has shown this theory to be universal. 
Theorem 4.7. The theory r of commutative groupoids is n-universal. 
Proof. As usual it suffices to find a single term pQ in two variables such that pQ 
is non-selfoverlapping, and a suitable NFF f for IF under which pQ is stable. Let 
v; =x0(xOx) and Q, = (yOy)Oy, and take 
PO =(a, C(Q, (D a, )) C'. 
Let us call a term T symmetric if -r =y OS with y-r S. Observe that no substitu- 
tion instance of either pQ or of one of its two maximal proper subterms 
vs O(o, Cu, ) and v, can be symmetric. On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
every proper, non-variable subterm of pQ has the property that it or one of its 
two maximal proper subterms is symmetric; since this property is obviously 
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preserved under substitution, we see that pQ does not overlap under r any one of 
its own proper subterms. Similar considerations show that pQ(y, S) =rpQ(, 71) 
implies y =r and S =01. So pQ is non-selfoverlapping under r. 
Let a be any well-ordering of Tea. Define f by the condition that f (T O(T) 
equals f-r O fv if fr --, fQ, and fv O fr otherwise, unless r Co 1-pQ(y, S); in the 
latter case take f (T OQ) = pQ(fy, f6). f is obviously an absolutely minimizing NFF 
for F and is Schreier in the slightly weaker sense discussed in the proof of the 
preceding theorem. Using the fact pQ is non-selfoverlapping under r we can 
show by the kind of argument used before that pQ is stable under F. 
In each of the last three theorems it is not at all obvious that, in proving pQ is 
stable under f, we used something more than the fact p is non-selfoverlapping 
under (P. But we did, and indeed this latter property of p is not in itself enough to 
guarantee universality. Consider for example the theory with one binary 
operation O and two unary operations P and R that is defined by the identities 
PxORx=x, P(xOy)=x, R(xOy)=y. 
Let pQ =x E) y. Obviously pQ is non-selfoverlapping under (b, but is not stable 
under any NFF for (P. Also p can not be a universal definition in 0 since 0 is 
inconsistent with the equation x0y=x. In fact 'P is equationally complete and 
hence can not be universal. 
It is the existence of the inverse operations P and R that accounts for the 
instability of terms in the above theory. A similar thing occurs with quasigroups, 
and it is not difficult to show their theory fails to be n-universal. However, it does 
turn out to be universal. This is proved in [27], and it is also shown there that 
quasigroups have most of the pleasant properties of n-universal theories discussed 
in the next section. 
No variety can be universal that has a null object in the sense that every 
member has a one-element subalgebra. For in such a variety one can never define 
more than one constant operation. In particular the variety of non-associative 
rings is not universal. But we conjecture that the theory of non-associative 
semirings is; this theory has two binary operations ®, O and a base consisting of 
the associative and commutative laws for ® and the left- and right-hand distribu- 
tive laws for 0 and ®. 
5. Special embedding properties of normal universal theories 
Recall that p is a formal definition of I in Tea. Assume °V' is a J-variety and GIL 
an I-variety; let and O be their respective theories. There is a left adjoint 
functor Ile. from Olt into the subvariety ZrP'(Olt)=Mo(p. 0) of V. Even if p is 
universal we can say little about Ue. other than it is an isomorphism between alL 
and a subcategory of ZrP'(11t). But if p is normal universal, then the word 
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problem for Ile, %C is uniformly solvable for every s2I E Olt, provided we are given 
oracles for the word problem of '21 and the identity problems of both °V' and GU.. 
This serves to bind the structure of Ill much closer to that of Zr; '(°IU), and gives us 
considerable insight into the subvarities of 'V' of this form. 
This section contains several results in this direction. But first we present a 
useful characterization of n-universal definitions that avoids all mention of the 
technical apparatus involved in the statement of the diamond lemma. Recall that 
0 is a J-theory and ©a K-theory where IcK and K fl J=0. We assume f is an 
absolutely minimizing Schreier NFF for f4, and g is a J+-minimizing Schreier 
NFF for ©+. 
Theorem 5.1. p is a normal universal definition in 0 iff there exists a NFF f such 
that for every K-theory O and NFF g we can construct a J-minimizing NFF h for 
9J with the following property: Take any (K UJ)-term K and let a be its topmost 
K- or J-subinterval depending on whether K begins with aK or J symbol. 
(i) If u begins with a K-symbol and every subterm Xv with vE Vau is 
h-reduced, then hoc = (go, )[X]. 
(ii) If a begins with a J-symbol and every subterm Xv with vE Vao is 
h-reduced, and if in addition fa contains no subterm of the form pQ(iro, ... , -rrn_t) 
with 0eI, then hoc = (fQ)[X]. 
Proof. If p is n-universal in 0 and we take h as in the diamond lemma, then it is 
easy to see from the proof of the lemma that conditions (i) and (ii) both hold. 
Suppose now there is an h satisfying (i) and (ii). Let h be the relation h defined in 
the statement of the diamond lemma, i. e., 
={(K, A): K *, k, ,k irreducible). 
We shall prove that h=h. It suffices to prove that hcF. For assume the inclusion 
holds and (K,, k) is an arbitrary pair in k Then hA = hK since h is a NFF for O`f,, o, 
and by our assumption A' *hK. So A= hK since A is irreducible. 
Consider any KE TeKU,. We prove that K *hK irreducible by induction 
on the J-length of K. Suppose K= PAN """A, _, with 
PeJ. Let 
hA; =-r, [x] (1) 
where T, is the topmost J-subinterval of hA, (or a variable). Then by the induction 
hypothesis 
K 
*PhAp 
""" hAm-1 = PTO Tm-l)[X]" ý2) 
If f (PTO T, _, 
) does not contain a substitution instance of one of the p0, then, 
by (ii), 
K => *f(Pr, ... Tm-, )[X] = hK. 
Moreover, hK is irreducible since, for each variable v of f(PTO """ Tm_1), Xv is a 
subterm of one of the h. 1, which is irreducible by the induction hypothesis. 
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Assume now that f(PTO "". Tm_1) contains a subterm of the form 
PQ(? T0, ... , ire-1). 
Let 
Q=f (PT0 .. Tm-1ýýPQý? r0ý ... 1Tn-1ýýQ? fp . .. ýn-1ý" 
Then, since f is absolutely minimizing and h is J-minimizing by hypothesis, we 
have 
kr[X]lj < If (PTO ... Tm-1)[X]lj' 
IPhAo 
. .. hkn-1IJ ' 
IK II" 
So by (2) and the induction hypothesis 
K 
ff(PTO.... 
m-1)IxI=>pQUCI=> 
*h(7[XI) 
and h(v[X]) is irreducible. But Q[X] is clearly w i,, 45)-equivalent to rc, so 
h (a[XJ) = hK. 
We have proved (Kc, hK) Eh if K begins with a J-symbol; we get the same result 
for rc beginning with a K-symbol by a similar argument using condition (i) instead 
of (ii). Thus h coincides with the relation defined in the statement of the diamond 
lemma; so this latter relation must be a function whose domain is all of TeK,, J. It 
is easy to see that this implies the diamond condition 3.2 (ii). Thus all (f, p)- and 
(p, p)-ambiguities are resolvable, and p is an n-universal definition. The theorem 
is proved. 
The next theorem expresses the single most significant property of n-universal 
definitions, the existence of a simple and complete characterization of the 
structure of the composed functor Zr, ° Ue,. 
For any theory 1 and any positive cardinal a we write RraT for the free 
algebra of Mo T with a free generators, and we take '21 *, p 8 to be the free 
product, when it exists, of % and Z in Mo 'P. Throughout the rest of the section 
the language type of e is I, the domain of the definition p. 
Theorem 5.2. Assume p is n-universal in 0. Let O be any I-theory and take 
Then for any model '? S of O, the p-transform of Lief % is isomorphic to the 
free extension in Mo O of 'C by a Uw free generators, where a is the cardinaliry of 
22X; in symbols, 
zz"Ue*14ý5%* , p Rr.,. e- 
Proof. Let K be the language type IUA obtained from I by adjoining names for 
all elements of W, and let Ow be the extension of O to K by the equations of the 
diagram A%. Let h be a NFF for 09vx1CPI which satisfies condition 5.1 (i) where g is 
a NFF for O. As explained in the Introduction we may identity the elements of 
Ile 
0 
%(= Ue 
P 
%) with h-reduced (I U J)-words in the generators A. Let X be the 
set of all h-reduced words in A that begin with a J-symbol. We shall prove that 
T-r9Uep% is the free extension of S2I by X. 
Clearly 'rp üe0SZC is generated by AUX. So to prove that it is the free extension 
of A by X it suffices to show that for any I-equation -r(3; ii) = r(v; ü) in the 
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variables v= (vo, v1,. .., v,, _1) and 
ü= (uo, u,, ... , u, _, 
), and for any choice of 
elements ä =(a0,.. ., a_1) E 
"A and x=(x0,... , x,, 1_3)¬ 
"'X, the equality 
Tut t(ä ; X) = Qua ., «(ä; x) (3) 
holds in Ue9Sü only if 
-r(v; a)=fo. v(v; ü). (4) 
Suppose (3) holds. Then h(T(ä; z)) = h(a(a; z)). In view of Theorem 5.1(i) this 
implies 
g(T(li; ))[x] = S(cr(ä; ü))[xl (5) 
where we have taken each u, to be the unique variable such that Xu, =x,. But (5) 
clearly implies g(T(ä; ii)) = g(Q(ä; ü)). 
So (4) must hold, and the proof is finished. 
Corollary 5.3. Assume p is n-universal in 4) and O is any I-theory. Then for any 
positive cardinal a 
a. - clý Z «U. e. Recall that the following property of a variety °V' is called the amalgamation 
property: any pair of members 3 and CI of Y which include the same algebra 2C as 
a subalgebra can always be jointly embedded in a third member of °V' by 
monomorphisms which coincide on W. If we require only that this joint embed- 
ding always exists when (s is a free extension of 21, then according to Bacsich [1] 
°V' is said to have the flat amalgamation property; the flat property is a much 
weaker condition than the ordinary one. 
Corollary 5.4. 'Assume p is n-universal in P and O is any I-theory whose variety 
of models Mo O has the flat amalgamation property. If Mopp©) has the (ordinary) 
amalgamation property, then so does Mo O. 
Proof. Let Z be an arbitrary model of ® and 2C a subalgebra. Let k be the natural 
homorphism from llep2l into 1le. 13, i. e., the image of the identity embedding of 2C 
in Z under the functor Ile.. Passing to p-transforms we have k: ? 'rl, llep% -+ zrP HePT. According to Theorem 5.2 Ir0IleP2X is a free extension of 21 by a set X 
of free generators; similarly zr0lIepT is a free extension of W by some set Y. 
The restriction of k to A coincides of course with the identity embedding of 2C 
into T. But it can be shown that k also maps X one-one into Y; we shall omit the 
details of this, but it can be accomplished by carrying somewhat farther the 
analysis of the structure of the universal envelope by means of the NFF of 
S In [27, Corollary 3.8], this result is quoted but without the hypothesis of the flat embedding 
property, while in [28, Theorem 2.6], it is given with an even stronger hypothesis. It is our hope that 
the present version is the correct one. 
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Theorem 5.1. Since Mo e has the flat amalgamation property, the Subalgebra of 
'rPUepT generated by W and the image k(X) gY must be a free extension of W. 
Hence k is always injective. The conclusion of the corollary now follows easily 
from the fact Ue. is the left adjoint of ß"r1,. 
This corollary is used in [28] to prove that the amalgamation property is 
base-undecidable relative to any given n-universal variety. Our last result is rather 
technical in nature. Together with Corollary 5.3 it is used in [28] to show the 
Schreier property (subalgebras of free algebras are free) is also base-undecidable 
relative to n-universal varieties. 
Theorem 5.5. Assume p is n-universal in 0, and e is an I-theory. Let W be a 
subalgebra of Rr. 0 where a is any positive cardinal. Then there exists a subalgebra 
0 of Rrjp, p0) such that B fl Fr, O =A. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Rr. (p. 0) = L1e, arß, so Rr1 9 is naturally identified 
with a subalgebra of the p-transform of ara(pp0). Let X be the set of free 
generators of ara0, and OX the trivial extension of O to the language type IUX. 
Finally, let h be a NFF for OX'; OPP satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.1. 
Take T to be the subalgebra of Rra(p(j>O) generated by the universe A of W. Let 
K be an arbitrary (I U J)-word in X, and let a0,. .., ar_1 E A. A tedious but 
straightforward proof by induction on IKI,, using Theorem 5.1(i), (ii), shows that 
K(ao, ... , a_, 
) is (O I)-equivalent to a word of the form 
Q(CO, ... , 
cm-]; A0, 
... ' 
AP-1) ý4ý 
where o is a pure I-term (possibly a variable), the c; are members of 2t, and each 
of the A, is an h-reduced (I U J)-word beginning with a J-symbol. But we saw in 
the proof of Theorem 5.2 that the A, are free generators in a free extension of 
Rra0. Hence, if K(ao,... , a_, ) is a member of 
ara0 and is equivalent to (4), then 
we must have p=0. This implies that K(ao,... , a_1) is a member of W. The 
theorem is proved. 
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